
Physical Development 

Brushing teeth 

Dance—using all the space around us 

Fine motor skills—buttons, shoes, changing for PE 

Correct formation of letters and numbers 

PE Outside -  Please have PE bags in school all week. 

Peddle Power! Get those leg muscles strong! 

Trikes and scooters, balancing, riding safely, avoiding others. 

Literacy 

Ordering stories. When do you feel peaceful?   What do I want to be when I grow up?  

Why do we need sleep ? Space Facts  

Phonics, reading ,writing, segmenting and blending. 

Writing labels  (for models / role play) and captions, writing letters 

Questions about space. Using and recognising/ question marks. Writing facts about space.  

Phonics  Phase 2 revise and consolidate. Sight read and write tricky words  

Communication and Language 

What are stars? How could we catch a star? 

Talk about dreams- Which dreams do you like? 

What are the differences between day and night? 

 Discuss Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night painting. 

Talk about what you’d like to be when you grow up, why? 

What would you like to find out about Space?  

Asking and answering questions 

Personal, Social & Emotional Development 

Religious Education 
 

Why do we need to sleep? Peace at Last  

Bedtime routines washing, teeth, sleeping. 

Clean TEETH egg experiment 

Taking turns and sharing - How can we solve disputes? 

What are you good at? What do you enjoy? 

RE: Why is the word ‘God’ so special to Christians? 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Planning, designing  and making  a space  vehicle from 

junk. Please bring in your boxes , all shapes and sizes  

into school. Role play: Space Travel. Sound hunt peace-

ful/ not peaceful  

Twinkle, twinkle with Makaton 

Peace - Dove RE   

Vincent Van Gogh The Starry Night  

Winter  Wonderland / Snowy dance 

Daffodil real life drawings 

Mathematics 

Counting 1 to 10 and beyond 

Ordering & subitising to 6 

Number formation 

Recognising number patterns in the counting system 

Structure of square numbers (4 & 9) 

Partitioning and combining      

Solving problems, 

Adding and finding one more, one less 

Recognising, copying, then making AB patterns 

Understanding the  World 

Differences between day and night. 

Who works when I am asleep? Who wakes up when I’m 

asleep? Finding out  about nocturnal animals.  

Dreams- Why do we dream? 

Why do we need to brush our teeth?  

 Day and night activity sorting. 

Winter Wonderland-Seasons signs of spring 

Parts of a daffodil, bulb, roots , shoot, flower petals 

 growing bulbs       Send a Postcard to the class 

Celebrate the Chinese New Year 
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